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Some background info, I am an astrophysics major and astronomy as always been a favorite past time of mine as well. I was
bored and decided to give this a try. Boy was this disappointing, but I did get this for just 49 cents. Was it worth it though? Not
at all.

Rediscover the solar system! Solar System is a relaxing game, which will allow you to deepen your knowledge of the
Solar System by interacting with the planets!
Let's tear this statement apart that's clearly on the store page as of 13 Jan 18. Number 1, Relaxing game? This isn't even
a game as advertised, it's a small informational output. There is no objective, no story, and no interaction other than
zooming in and out on a planet. Number 2, there is A LOT of inaccurate information, Wikipedia will deepen your
knowledge better than this will. The number of satellites for planets or just bodies in the solar system is wrong and they
are even missing a lot of them. The asteroid belt and comets were also forgotten? Even Earth was so cringy, Africa was
massively bigger than Europe was and was even centered on the planet and took up 90% of the side of the planet it was
featured on. Also, the planets aren't even in the correct order. Number 3, as stated a moment ago. No interaction? There
is the zooming and scrolling of text... Poor scrolling text at that.

Not quite sure what the point of this "game" was. Wikipedia would teach you a lot more. I guess the music wasn't all that
bad, but it's on loop every 5 seconds so it'll get old fast. It was also advertised as "4K" I''m not fully sure on that part, but
from what I've seen (if you overlook some landmarks being wrong) it doesn't look bad.

Also, apparently the Sun is very hot folks. I learned that from this app.

Please don't buy, we don't need things like this floating on Steam.. At the end of the day this DLC is really a mixed bag.
The missons at their core are different takes on four of the main games areas. This is a rather odd choice as it would
have been nice to see new areas that reflect the whole bio-hazard theme that links the chosen areas together as part of the
over arching story that this DLC attempts to tell. While parts of it are fun and even pay homage to a level from the game
Metal Gear Solid V Phantom Pain. On the upside this DLC is now included wwith the complete version of the first
season of HITMAN and it does add about 2-4hrs of additional gameplay. So just be warned that there is really nothing
new here except for a bio-hazard like story and new targets to kill.. A great kids game, beautiful graphics, catchy music
and responsive gameplay. I look forward to the dances after completing every round. I would recommend adding some
sorts of stats panel or floaty stars to indicate the progress made for that level.. I purchased this game thinking it would be
fun.

I was right... for roughly ten minutes. While the tutorial is excellent in helping you understand the basics of the game, the
programmers obviously decided to make this thing WAY too difficult WAY too soon out of the starting gate. Granted,
I'm playing on a keyboard, and i'm not used to playing platformer games like this on a keyboard. So OBVIOUSLY, i'm a
bit out of my depth here. However, My big hang-up on this game is, without a dout, THE DIFFICULTY.

The core design of a good game, say for instance, Super Mario or Sonic the Hedgehog, is the start the gamme off
blaringly easy so players have a decent time getting the hang of the controls and getting used to the gameplay mechanics.
Graphics, sound and the little moves the spider character put on for the end-of-level theatrics is acceptable, and I could
get by with those alone in a normal game. But here, the difficulty comes NOT from a decent, well-paced challenge, but
from the game forcing you to essentially crab-scuttle with your head bowed to the ground at ALL times to make sure
you

A: Don't miss anything
B: hit all the right jumps and web shots PERFECTLY
C: DON'T. FRIGGING. DIE.

which is AGAIN, where this gae fails: THE DIFFICULTY AND HOW EASY IT IS TO GET KILLED. Once again,
looking at Mario & Sonic again. Both main characters have at LEAST a health counter: Mario has one hit in small form
before death, 2 if he's powered up, while Sonic MUST have rings in his possession at ALL TIMES in order to stay alive.
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Not having a life bar is fine if the character is made to die in one hit, but they LEAST the
developers\/designers\/WHOEVER could have done for this game is to PACE the difficulty apprpropriately by the
world and current stage. Stage 1-3 SHOULD NOT, AND I REPEAT, SHOULD NOT BE the stage that kills any desire
to continue.

I played that one stage for nearly a half-hour, retrying over and over to make SURE I hit everything perfect and NEVER
died, and STILL ended up dying close to fifty times, ending up with 0 points before i gave up and shut the game off.

The mark of a GOOD game, folks, is that it is enjoyable, entertaining and makes you WANT to not only finish it, but
replay it again and again while NEVER losing its playability over time. This game Is, as I've said, enjoyable ONLY for
the first ten to fifteen minutes, is only entertaining while watching that litle spider prance around like he's got something
to prove, AND makes me want to NEITHER finish NOR replay this game EVER.

Hints to the developers: Take some time to go back and recode the game. Judging from the reviews and comments
you've gotten, this could be a VERY GOOD title, if not for the flaws that have been pointed out. Some hints would
definitely be:

1: Adjust the difficulty scaling and retool the earlier stages accordingly. World 1 should start off easy and get to
low\/mid-grade diffulty by the boss. World 2 should pick up from World 1's ending, bumping up the difficulty JUST
enough to keep players on their toes and getting up to mid\/high-grade difficulty by the boss. World 3, again, should pick
up from World 2's end, bumping up JUST enough to keep attetion strong and finish with a boss that's challenging to beat
and will leave a sense of accomplishment.

2: Addition of a display\/graphics menu option would be a VERY handy feature. I'm not big on full-screen gaming, as I
tend to have multiple things going on over two screens; taking up one SPECIFICALLY for the game and nothing else is
annoying, but with no option to fix it, there's nothing I can do save for "alt+tab" every time something happens.

3: ADDITION OF A LIFE METER. Touching a MUSHROOM kills you in one hit? Are tips being taken from the NES
title "Action 52" here? Because there was a HELL of a lot of that going on in THAT title; I know because I've played it.
Being able to take multiple hits willl DEFINITELY see an increase in playability; would you EVER want to play a game
where you have to play the entire game PERFECTLY without dying once? the infinite continues from save points
feature is nice and works, but having to start BACK from where I JUST was every time I die AND having to collect
ALL the same items again and AGAIN is NOT fun, it's tedious and frustrating.

4: The controls need work in general. I find the character does a lot of gliding after directions to move have halted, and
the jumps are awkward and hard to aim. half the time, I end up BARELY making my mark, while the other half ses me
plummeting into a death trap. The web shooting mechanics need some tweaking also; as long as I shoot from the ground,
i should be able to hit and connect to my target; why would i EVER need to jump to hit a target the size of pea with
webbing? I've never seen Spiderman having these problems, and he does everything either from a stand-still or while
STILL IN MOTION.

overalll, I'd rate this 3.5\/10 due to the numerous game-breaking flaws. And if the save-deleting bug i've read about is
real, then the score will be going even further down. You can't make a game, find out it's bugged and in need of work
and just decide to leave it as is; people WANT to play this, so come back and fix these problems, for the love of all
things GAMES!

Thank you in advance, regardless of whether you read this and\/or take action or not. I've said my piece, and that's all
that matters.. Do not buy this from these dishonest devs

They sold the game with deluxe edition extra for four dlc. Then when there dlc were not selling because all the people
who wanted it already had bought the pass they then released dlc that "was not part of the pass".

This was there strategy to milk the people who already paid.."oh no this dlc was not part of the ones you bought they will
come later" yeah right!
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Do not support these people they also banned people from the forums who brought this up this company should be
boycotted until they go out of business absolutely terrible

Also this game is just a re skin of the original game that is very old and can be bought for really cheap. The original
game was great but has been corrupted by these people

Stay well away!. Holy hell this thing is a weird pile of crap. A rhythm game with wonky beat detection that changes
everything around the music's speed or tempo is not a good setup. Still, if you like grinding out crap or 'endless' modes
that don't track score or really exist for anything other than making you grind out the score-tracking modes (this is a real
thing in this game, just like "use a powerup X times to make the next one appear, so you can use IT Y times to... etc.")
then congrats. ♥♥♥♥♥♥ MMO skill grinding has come to Rhythm Zone!

Wait no Rhythm Zone is still the worst music title on Steam, but not by much so long as Turba's around to hold the bag..
If you've enjoyed The Walking Dead by Telltale games, then this little gem is a "MUST BUY" in my eyes!

The story and drama will immediately suck you into it and have you feeling emotions, sorrow, guilt, and sadness. I love
the story so far, I read it aloud on my Youtube channel in my LiveSteam under the Moonshine series (episodes #211 and
#212). Before you just go search those up though, I highly recommend that you buy this and experience it for yourself
first! This is well worth the money and more affordable than a single episode of the Walking Dead would cost if you
purchased a full season at regular price.

NOTE: Unlike The Walking Dead, you'll need to read this yourself, much more like a visual novel. However this allows
you to take it at your own pace and imagine more than a story that gives you everything on a silver platter. Reading
yourself can help you imagine things much more vividly than having it handed to you via actors on tv or voice actors.

I love it and so far I'd give "Perseverance" a very strong 9 out of 10. ...HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!

. To start off, I got this game for $0.20 from a coupon only for this game. It's Brick Break, or Brick related titles that this
game is. Just like the ones from old cell phones. There's many power ups that drop, and an ultimate that are pretty
interesting. Other than that this game is really boring. Songs for each of the 10 levels are on a short loop that can get
annoying really fast. Playing with the effects on is near impossible once you start getting many power ups as you lose
track of what's an effect and what's the ball. There is also no sound effects from what I experienced, which is a shame as
there could have been at least a nice tick for the blocks that are hit, or a sound when a power ups is grabbed and when it
takes affect. Each level lasts about 30-40 seconds and because there is only 10 it shouldn't take too much longer than 5
minutes to play through the game, which isn't $2.00 worth. Also, the menu has minimal text and is just icons, not too
hard to figure out but it wouldn't hurt to have some text that would fit the style of the main menu. The score's text and
the hearts at the bottom don't fit in with the style very well and are very small. This game has Steam Cards that come
with it and I think that's probably one of the only reason's that this game exists. If you really want to get this game I'd say
it's $0.50 worth, so maybe when it's on sale.

TL;DR
This game is very barebones and probably only exists for Steam Cards, worth $0.50.
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The pigs don't explode or catch on fire.
The gameplay is incredibly slow, tedious and unfortunately not very fun.
Even the interesting aspect of the game, the various weaponry, may as well just all be reskinned grenades.
An aggresively mediocre game.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/TOTzEZjheN0. Changing my review to a Positive as the Dev's and Help Desk has been Helpful in Solving
some issues.

The Positives.
-------------------
1. Nice Graphics and Smoothness with Loading my recent saved Maps.

2. Importing my older Maps from the TRS-2006 was fairly easy, and 90% of the older parts Worked.

3. The Interface Options are Clean and easy to work with compared to the older Versions

The Negatives.
---------------------
1. No ability to Repair the Broken built in content!

2. Does have serious issues with the Sounds, Steam Engine, Steam Sounds have Looping Pops.

Farm Animal Sounds not Smooth, Looping Pops. sent in a help Desk Request for a hoping fix, and was told that it was the
Content Creators errors, then why is the sound perfect in the older Versions of Trainz.

3. Content Manger only works part of the time, spent way to many hours waiting of it to work correctly, fails constantly.

4. Stereo Sound not working, all Boring Mono Doppler type Sound.

5. Purchased DLC Steam Locomotives have many Graphical errors and you can not Repair them, your Rights to fix broken
Content has been evoked.. \u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2588\u2580\u2580\u2
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. It's ok, I liked Domina music at the time but i dont remember it and even thought i bought the OST, I dont listen to it like ever.
The songs are ok.. I like this Game. IIN looks beautiful but plays... awkwardly.

I expected IIN to be a neat little puzzle game. And optically the game delivers with a great aesthetics. But mechanically not so
much, or at least not on what I expected to get.

IIN appears to be a physics based puzzle game, but instead is a platformer with clunky controls. What do I mean by that? Two
things:
1. IIN did not feel like that much of a puzzle game to me. Most of the puzzles (with only a hand full exceptions) were pretty
straightforward and so it boiled down to executing the puzzles rather than solving them. There is its own kind of joy in that but
not the kind that I want to get out of a puzzle game.
2. Although the controls are not bad by any means they are simply suboptimal. The physic based control leads to a more sluggish
movement than necessary. This in turn makes the platforming parts more cumbersome than they needed to be.

In conclusion you end up with a game that is mostly about platforming but with controls that are suboptimal for that task.

So in the end I got only a hand full of these sweet "aha"-moments that I play puzzle games for. And those were counterbalanced
by the amount of times that I got annoyed by failing a level because of the somewhat cumbersome controls.. Well, a low price
for a medium-quality game. It's basically just cutscenes in cartoon style interspersed with HOGs. The HOGs are somewhat
repetitive, same objects to be found and so on. You can breeze right through this game, it won't take you more than an hour.
Characters are very cliche . All in all, nice time waster, but don't expect any quality.. I don't know when I got this game, or how
much I paid for it. You may notice I've only played 12 minutes of this, and this is due to the fact I have a very robust laptop,
problem is this game CHUGS whenever you are in motion, and its so bad that it actively hurts to play it for me. I've seen bad
but this is like 10 fps or worse BAD. AVOID THIS GAME
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